
Interfilliere Shanghai 2021, leading Asian fashion trend of intimate apparel and cooling this
summer

The 17th Interfiliere (Interfilière Shanghai) will take place in Shanghai Exhibition Center from Aug 26th
to Aug 27th, 2021. About 180 exhibitors engaged in fabric/ fibre, lace/ embroidery, textile design/fashion
trends, OEM or ODM manufacturing, textile accessories or machinery or technologies will be attracted
and present on this two-day exhibition. The gross exhibition area will over 12,000 square meters.
Interfilière Shanghai will provide precise match service for exhibitors and visitors, being devoted to
building a business platform of first-choice raw materials and accessories for fashion underwear,
sportswear and swimwear etc in Asia Pacific Region.

Events boosting Interfilière Shanghai, INS from inside out.

Fashion forum



Founded by JosBerry, the pioneer of lingerie industry, the Concepts Paris will exhibit on the show and
release the up-to-date Spring Summer fashion trends 2023. Here you can get the most fashionable design
concepts and burst out new sparks of inspiration.

Sportiv’ Forum

When sport becomes a lifestyle, sportswear is not merely the functional wear but also a modern,
fashionable and artistic way of dressing. Sportiv’ Forum is title-sponsored by LYCRA and cooperated
with French fashion agency, MLC, providing the latest trends of intimate sportswear dressings for sport
brand designers and product development managers.



Workshops & Seminars

There will be several Workshops and Seminars in Interfilière Shanghai 2021, gathering professionals,
experts and KOLs from all over the world. They will discuss the hottest topics in intimate apparel
fashions with visitors, including: the release of Spring Summer trend 2023, early spring sports trend,
green & sustainable development, future trend of underwear, new trend of Chinese underwear market and
so on.



Green Village

From raw materials’ production to disposal of obsoleted clothing, environment pollution and destruction
exist in each and all the steps. Green and environmental protection and sustainable development hence
become the hot topics. Interfilière Shanghai will continue to show the “green village”, exhibiting the
solutions of green and sustainable development of intimate accessories. In addition, Interfilière will also
launch the PPP Zone in cooperation with Asosiasi Pertekstilan Indonesia (API) in the exhibition. Vanessa,
the trend expert of Green village, will make new design of the waste fabrics from 4 textile factories in
Indonesia in 2021, and will release the prototype fashion show in Interfilière Shanghai 2021.



Young Label Awards

From the first launch in 2018, “Young Label Awards” has been attracting the most promising original
designer brands in Asia Pacific Region. Interfilière Shanghai 2021 will build the platform again for
original designer brands to show their design concepts and there will be a voting. The champion will get
chance to go to Paris swimwear exhibition, underwear exhibition and sportswear exhibition free of charge.
This section is still open for more excellent design works and intimate brands.
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Intimate apparel area and brand Fashion Show

In interfilliere Shanghai 2021, intimate brands returns to the show. The intimate zone will attract over 50
brand owners in intimate apparel or fashion industry. Interfilliere Shanghai 2021 will also join hands with
Tmall, the presence of which will gather more domestic intimate brands, carrying the China-chic through
to the end, from inside to out. In the meantime, the fashion shows holding in this area will show the latest
trends of intimate fashion industry, assisting domestic brands to shine on the international stage and
providing more shopping choices for Z era.



Wechat account:

Visitor register at：https://d.7-event.cn/reg/index/interfiliere?trace_code=新闻稿
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